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1.

CHALK OR PAINT? LET’S MIX ‘EM UP TO MAKE OUR OWN SIDEWALK PAINT! Mix equal parts corn starch
and water, stir up, and add food colouring until you like the colour! Now decorate our side walk!

2.

DON’T WAVE AWAY YOUR ARTIST ABILITIES…ZENTANGLES WAVE ARE EASY TO MAKE! Look at some
examples of Zentangle Waves online and then create your own black and white masterpiece.

3.

CREAMSICLE DREAMS: mix vanilla yogurt with softened frozen orange juice concentrate and freeze! I
wonder how long they will take to be ready? What can you do to pass the time away?

4.

DID THUMB-BODY SAY MONSTERS? Use an ink pad to make some thumb prints and then use markers to
turn them into funny and cute monsters!

5.

AUGUST 3rd is NATIONAL WATERMELON DAY! But we don’t have to wait until then to make a
Watermelon Suncatcher Craft!

6.

LET’S POP INTO THE KITCHEN TO MAKE SOME FLAVOURED POPCORN and then you can pick out a movie
to watch to go along with your snack.

7.

MASTERCHEF JUNIOR IN TRAINING! Find a cookbook, any cookbook and browse through it to find
something delicious to make.

8.

SLIME TIME! Let’s make some pudding slime!

9.

KNOCK KNOCK! WHO’S THERE? WATER. WATER WHO? WATER YOU CALL IT WHEN YOU MIX
WATERCOLOUR PAINTS AND HAIR? Just kidding. We aren’t really going to colour your hair, but you will
create a crazy head of hair on a piece of art using watercolours and straws.

10. GHOSTLY EGGS and BLACKLIGHT PHONES! It’s science time as we try to make a glow in the dark egg.
After 48 hours we will need to turn a simple phone flashlight into a blacklight to see if it worked!
11. THE FINE ART OF MAKING A SANDWICH: Decorate some slices of bread with cheese, ham, hard boiled
eggs, pickles, etc. to create some fun faces to eat for lunch.
12. WHAT’S THE POINT OF ART? What do you think? Why do people make art and hang art and look at art?
What’s your favourite type of art? Now make some easy peasy pointillism art using watercolour paints.
13. SWEET OR SOUR? WHY NOT BOTH! Make a Frosted Lemonade with the lovely combination of vanilla ice
cream and lemonade!
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14. WOULD YOU LIKE S’MORE PIE? What do you get when you mix S’mores ingredients with pie
dough…something delicious!
15. CHEERS FOR ROOT BEER! Let’s make some Root Beer Floats…just add vanilla ice cream to a tall glass of
Root Beer and for added fun can we make extra and turn it into a popsicle treat for later by blending it
up?
16. DON’T GET TIED UP IN KNOTS…make pretzels instead!
17. IF LIFE GIVES YOU LEMONS…Make lemon bars!
18. RAINBOWS ALWAYS MAKE THE DAY BRIGHTER…let’s make a rainbow with water and learn about water
density at the same time.
19. JOURNEY TO JAPAN…SORT OF! Make some a Japanese Inspired Paper Fan and some Peanut Butter and
Banana Sushi.
20. I’M FEELING BOOKISH TODAY, WHAT ABOUT YOU? Paint and decorate some craft sticks to use as
bookmarks and then grab your book and read, read, read while they dry!
21. IT’S CRYSTAL CLEAR TO ME THAT SCIENCE IS FUN!! Learn how to grow your own crystals 2 ways!
22. MARBLE ART: Grab some milk, dish soap and food colouring and discover how you can create some
beautiful marbled art.
23. CATAPULT FOR FUN! Make a mini catapult and then shoot some pom-poms! How far can you throw it?
24. NO BAKE ZONE: Head to the kitchen to whip up a back of No Bake Oatmeal Cookie Energy Bites!
25. GO FISH! Make an accordion fish craft and then grab a deck of cards to play “Go Fish!”
26. HAPPINESS ROCKS! Paint some bright yellow happy faced rocks!
27. MESSAGE FROM THE HEART: I love you soooooo much! Go and claim a hug and then put this back in the
jar for another hug on another day. DRAW AGAIN.
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